
     Timothy Leary will forever be remembered for his dictum: “Turn On, Tune In, Drop Out.”  It 
influenced a generation, this author happily included.  Leary was speaking about the effects of 
LSD the drug, but he and Alpert also led something called the League for Spiritual Discovery -- 
using the drug’s initials in a more benign (for its times) way.   Nearly 60 or so years later we 
have forgotten that Leary was first and foremost a scientist, Berkeley-schooled, working and 
teaching at one of the most prestigious universities in the world -- Harvard.  That he also started 
a counter-culture movement of regulatory and governmental defiance (the Vietnam War would 
soon be in full blossom) is, to many minds, an attribute to his legacy.  
    We can use that war as a seminal point in America’s thinking and divide.  It preceded 9/11 by 
a full generation, yet by all accounts it was more traumatic and more divisive than the horrible 
act at the turn of the 21st century.  One event effectively lasted a week and caused 3,000 
deaths. The other lasted a decade and caused nearly 20 times those deaths -- on the American 
side alone.  But those are only mortality statistics.  In terms of physical, mental and emotional 
scarring, there is no comparison.  An entire generation of men and women were traumatically 
injured in Vietnam.  We called it back then being shellshocked or battle fatigued.  Later, with the 
9/11 wars in Iraq and Afghanistan we needed new names like PTSD and PPD to try to explain 
the irrationality of war and the adjustments needed to bring fighters returning to civilian life back 
to a semblance of reality and sanity.  
   Remember, an entire generation had passed between Vietnam and the 9/11 retaliatory wars. 
The sons and daughters of Vietnam veterans were now going overseas to fight Muslim 
fundamentalists and extremists.  The first war was over political control of a conflicted territory, 
preventing the expansion of Communism into South Vietnam.   But the wars in Iraq and 
Afganistan were at first revenge exploits which morphed into preventing the expansion of 
orthodox Islam into secular states -- i.e., religious wars.   So while the Vietnam fighters had 
more of a moral imperative in containing Communism, the next generation of fighters, after 
mowing down 3,000 Muslims in Iraq and hanging their leader to revenge the 9/11 insanity (15 of 
the 19 suicide hijackers were from Saudi Arabia, and had as their mastermind Osama Bin 
Laden, a Saudi Arabian ex-national, but never mind...), they stayed on for another 18 years or 
so (and are still there yet today) trying to separate one sect of Islam from another -- a family rift 
that occurred within the religion 1,300 years ago! 
   No wonder this new generational wave of veterans returning from the Middle East are sick -- 
physically and emotionally -- and why they believe they have given up their lives for a lost 
cause.  Their numbers well exceed -- by tens of thousands -- those killed on 9/11.  
  Resident Trump sensed this anger and frustration of the US becoming the designated traffic 
cop at the increasingly violent intersections of the world.  His idea, shared by a growing base in 
the Republican Party, was to disengage, drop out, politically reflect Leary’s dictum of two 
generations before.  His disdain for countries not financially or otherwise supporting their own 
geopolitical goals while still asking the US to do it for them outraged him, forcing the US to 
withdraw troops, economic, and humanitarian aid from everything from the Paris Climate 
Accords, to Afghanistan to the banana republics of Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
    (When it was pointed out to him that by reducing aid to the “upper triangle” of Latin America, 
even more desperate caravans of starving refugees would pass through Mexico and try to gain 
illegal entry into the United States.  His answer was even more border fencing, economic 
threats to Mexico and, of course, more guards.) 
      But Trump is merely a public paranoid reflection of deep-seated personal fears and 
anxieties shared by most Americans.  God, after all, created the oceans East and West to 
separate His people from un-Christian heathens and Asian invaders.  The Monroe Doctrine was 
supposed to shut the window to further foreign exploration and incursions from the South. 
Making Alaska a state effectively put a Baring barrier in place between North America and 
Communism.  And Kennedy stood up against Russia and its design to make the Caribbean 
basin their own.  In other words, the American pathology has always had a hidden agenda of 
isolationism, protectionism and distrust of strangers.  If there is one country that still can drop 
out of the world’s “community” and its cultural “diversity” it’s the United States of America.  You 
can be sure that if Trump ran in 2020 with a singular platform about America being strong 
enough to weather any economic storm the world would throw at it for renouncing its leadership 
in keeping the rest of the world safe -- for instance leaving The United Nations -- he would 
doubtless twitter by with a second term.  
   We will see.  As of this writing there is a year and a half more of teeth gnashing and incredible 
divide.  One thing is certain though, at least from my perspective:  the hidden agenda of 
America is now on the table.  Trump, the non-politician, had no stake in keeping it under wraps 
any longer.  To his credit, perhaps, he has brought the patient to the psychiatrist without more 
trauma than was absolutely necessary.   Charlottesville was the first step out the door; the 
southern border crises is the busy thoroughfare we are presently crossing.  And now before us 
-- Emma Lazarus’s Golden Door -- is the doctors’ office.  
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